


Our philosophy 

“Our philosophy is that AI should be developed, designed, 
accessed, utilized and most importantly understood by 
everyone. But why? Because AI will have an impact on 
everyone whether as a social impact, an economic impact 
or an environmental impact and even a political impact.”



What is NeuralWize?

Harness the value and power of artificial intelligence and digital transformation 
through its AI applications, AI models and AI customized solutions. 

We are a platform that enable Enterprises

Individuals



Problem 

• AI applications are complex to be designed, 
developed and deployed

• AI models are extremely complex to be 
developed, trained and deployed 

• AI development is an expensive process 

• AI development requires experts

• AI deployment is time consuming  

• AI requires continuous training 

• AI can’t be accessed nor deployed by 
everyone 

• Arabic language needs a specific type of 
training. 



Solution

Easy | cost-effective | not time consuming |no programming 
needed pre-built AI applications for:

• individuals use
• SMEs or corporates use

Well defined | well trained | easy to access models| cost-
effective| smart AI models that can be accessed and 
utilized through NeuralWize APIs



Products

NeuralWize applications (Platform for AI 
apps)

• Intelligent documents understanding 
(Mojeeb) 

NeuralWize models

• Natural Language processing 
models through APIs

find ./saudi -name '*.txt' -exec \
curl --request POST \

--url http://127.0.0.1:8000/file-upload \
--header 'accept: application/json' \
--header 'content-type: multipart/form-data' \
--form files="@{}" \
--form meta=null \;



Our Demo 

Mojeeb is an AI application that utilizes the power of Bert models to allow users to have 
document analysis and understanding applications with a powerful and state-of-the-art 

processing capabilities for Arabic language. 





Mojeeb is not ChatGPT

• Mojeeb is an extractive tool that look up documents through NLP model developed and 
trained by NeuralWize

• At this stage Mojeeb is able to extract answers from uploaded documents related to the 
history of Saudi Arabia, Absher related government services and many of documents 
related to the 2030 vision. 

• During Mojeeb’s operation it is not connected to any third party API

• Mojeeb can be used on a localhost, meaning any user can have the solution on 
premises without the need to put their personal or private data at risk when placed on 
the cloud like other NLP solutions.

• Mojeeb is familiar with Arabic language, and trained specifically for Arabic language 
applications.  



CEO GACTO

Hussam
Machine learning engineer 

skilled in deep learning 
techniques, experienced in 
IBM Watson, NLP and NLU 

services. 

Team 

Ahmed
Business development 

specialist 6+ years corporate 
experience, Products and 

services specialist.

Mojeeb 
Skilled AI assistance with 

professional NLP capabilities 
and a good listener. 



Go-to market 

To achieve our penetration goal 

NeuralWize will demonstrate the value of 

its products and services through:

- Free demos for potential customers

- Partnerships with institutions in the 

private and public sector on 

digitalization projects



Value 

• Easy to access 

• Easy to utilize 

• Cost-effective 

• Not time consuming 

• Doesn’t require development 

• Customized acquiring plans 

• State-of-the-art AI Models utilized for Arabic language. 

• Anyone can be part of it 



THANK YOU
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